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Unit

Grammar

Vocabulary

Real life (functions)

Pronunciation

7

mixed conditional
sentences
wish, would rather and
if only

conservation
oil
wordbuilding: collocations
related to one word
strong feelings
word focus: better

making your point

contractions in
conditionals
sentence stress

reporting what you
heard

weak forms in
verbs
the schwa

describing skills, talents
and experience

linking vowels /w/,
/j/ and /r/
difficult words

describing traditions

/uː/ and /juː/
the letter s

getting clarification

contrastive
sentence stress
linking in question
forms

negotiating

the sounds /ʃ/, /ʧ/,
/ʒ/ and /ʤ/
sentence stress in
idiomatic phrases

Natural
resources
pages 9–20

Video: Galapagos energy page 18 

8

Review page 20

reporting verbs
passive reporting verbs

The news

photography
the feel-good factor
wordbuilding: forming
adjectives from verbs
word focus: word

pages 21–32
Video: Mount Fuji page 30 

9

Talented
people

Review page 32

articles: the or zero
article?
relative clauses
reduced relative clauses

careers
wordbuilding: verb (+
preposition) + noun
collocations
word focus: long

pages 33–44
Video: Queen of Egypt page 42 

10

Customs and
behaviour

Review page 44

habitual actions:
present tenses, will
used to, usually, be
used to and get used
to

raising children: verbs
food and eating habits
word focus: common
weddings
wordbuilding: word pairs

pages 45–56
Video: Eating insects page 54 

11

Knowledge
and learning

Review page 56

could, was able to,
manage to and
succeed in
future in the past

learning
wordbuilding: idiomatic
expressions
word focus: learn

pages 57–68
Video: Paraguay shaman page 66 

12

The economy

Review page 68

focus adverbs only, just,
even
focus adverbs too, as
well, also
causative have and get

pages 69–80
Video: Japan page 78 

money
domestic help
wordbuilding: the +
adjective
getting things done
word focus: hard

Review page 80

cOMMUNICATION ACTIVITIES page 81 

GRAMMAR SUMMARY page 83 

AUDIOSCRIPTS page 91
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Listening

Reading

Critical thinking

Speaking

Writing

an ecologist describing how
we can avoid wasting
natural resources
four people talking about
saving water

an article about
Ecuador’s plan to
protect resources
an article about
Madagascar’s unique
ecology

emotive language

how we use water
conservation
wishes

text type: a letter to
the press
writing skill: giving
vivid examples

a radio news report about
the parents of Chinese
university freshmen
television news report of
four good news stories

an article about an
iconic image
an article about the
power of the press

different perspectives

the ethics of taking
photographs
good news stories
reputations

text type: minutes
from a meeting
writing skill:
impersonal
language

a description of a mahout’s
job
two friends discussing an
astronaut’s extraordinary
career
an interview about
Emerging Explorers

an article about an
extraordinary career
an article about a
woman who was
king

weighing the
evidence

a career path
personal qualities
women at work

text type: an online
profile
writing skill: writing
in note form

an anthropologist’s
explanation of the quote
‘manners maketh man’
an extract from a radio
programme about a tribe
with an unusual diet

an article about
the tiger mother
approach to
parenting
an article about body
language

sources

typical behaviour
food and eating
habits
customs in your
country
wedding traditions

text type: an
informal email (2)
writing skill: elision
in informal writing

a psychologist describing a
situation in which you have
to use your intuition
a talk by a psychologist on
memory

an article about an
ethnobotanist
an article about a
parrot

reinforcing ideas

acquiring knowledge
memory tests
why you forgot
types of learner

text type: an
email about a
misunderstanding
writing skill: linking
contrasting ideas

extract from a radio
programme with an
economist giving
definitions of poverty and
wealth
an interview with the author
of The Servant Economy

an article about
Norway’s riches
an article about an
alternative economic
model

signposts to key
information

the economy in your
country
getting things done
gift giving and
exchange

text type: a report
writing skill: subheadings and
bullet points
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